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	Managing Business Risk: A Practical Guide to Protecting Your Business, 9780749454494 (0749454490), Kogan Page, 2009

	The balance between risk and reward is the very essence of business: you have to take risks

	in order to generate returns and, generally speaking, higher returns involve greater risks.

	However, there is a difference between risks taken as a result of careful judgement and

	those taken unwittingly.





	In a world of increasing complexity and uncertainty, companies must manage risk

	more rigorously than ever. It is an essential aspect of good corporate governance today.

	Surprisingly, however, I believe many still fail to do so, perhaps because they are overwhelmed

	by the size of the task or because they feel impotent in tackling it. Even more

	worrying, some remain blissfully unaware of the risks they face.





	Every single business is surrounded by risks, many of which are identifiable and manageable.

	Cash flow and credit management, for example, are two of the greatest causes of

	business failure when mishandled. Many other risks have grown in recent times: reputational

	risk, the vulnerability of IT systems to viruses and hackers, and physical threat all

	feature among them.





	Those companies that take a logical and structured approach to business risks are

	much more likely to survive and prosper. They can also benefit from a reduction in costs

	and insurance premiums.





	The need for companies to develop robust risk management strategies is clear. Used

	effectively, they enable businesses to identify possible threats — legal, financial, environmental,

	operational — and to introduce systematic plans for mitigation.





	I believe this book will help companies develop a sound strategy for managing business

	risks, reducing their vulnerability to threats, both present and future. Such a strategy

	will also assist in the day-to-day management of the business.
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The Art of What Works: How Success Really HappensMcGraw-Hill, 2003

	How to Find Effective Solutions for Any Business Problem--By Recognizing and Building On the Successes of Others


	"There is nothing new under the sun."


	Though coined more than 2,000 years back, this truism has straight-line relevance to today's business world. Because while every business...


		

Win at Work: Navigate the Nasties, Get Things Done and Get AheadKogan Page, 2010

	There was a small manufacturing company in Southampton, England that had been going through some tough times. Revenues were down almost 30 per cent, and every department was feeling the pinch. Jonas, a 24-year-old salesman who had just been called into the president’s office, wasn’t expecting good news. He was the youngest and...


		

The World Computer: Derivative Conditions of Racial Capitalism (Thought in the Act)Duke University Press, 2021

	In The World Computer Jonathan Beller forcefully demonstrates that the history of commodification generates information itself. Out of the omnipresent calculus imposed by commodification, information emerges historically as a new money form. Investigating its subsequent financialization of daily life and colonization of semiotics,...





	

Principles of EconomicsSouth-Western College, 2003

	In writing this textbook, Mankiw has tried to put himself in the position of someone seeing economics for the first time. The author's conversational writing style is superb for presenting the politics and science of economic theories to tomorrow's decision-makers. Because Mankiw wrote it for the students, the book stands out among...


		

Deploying Rails Applications: A Step-by-Step Guide (Facets of Ruby)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
First you'll learn how to build out your shared, virtual, or dedicated host. Then, you'll see how to build your applications for production and deploy them with one step, every time. Deploying Rails Applications will take you from a simple shared host through a highly scalable clustered and balanced setup with Nginx.
  See how to tell whether...


		

iPad Made SimpleApress, 2010

	Get the most out of your iPad with iPad Made Simple—learn all the key features, understand what’s new, and utilize dozens of time-saving tips and tricks. This book includes over 740 pages of easy-to-read instructions and over 1,000 carefully annotated screen shots to guide you to iPad mastery.


	With iPad...
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